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Updated in its 11th edition, International Politics places contemporary essays alongside classics to

survey the fieldâ€™s diverse voices, concepts, and issues. Edited by two of the most respected

international relations scholars,International Politics challenges readers to use original scholarship

to recognize and analyze patterns in world politics. This bestselling reader considers how to

effectively understand politics under governments and beyond. Carefully edited selections cover the

most essential topics and are put into conversation with each other to illustrate fundamental debates

and differing points of view. Comprehensive and engaging, International Politics offers the best

overview of the discipline as well as the forces shaping the world today.
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â€œArt and Jervis have put together the best reader in the land for an introductory class on

international relations. It covers the key theoretical issues in that field and does it with top-notch

readings that are easy to follow and represent different and sometimes clashing perspectives. This

book is a wonderful starting point for any student interested in learning how international relations

scholars think about the world around them.â€•â€“John J. Mearsheimer, R. Wendell Harrison

Distinguished Service Professor of Political Science at the University of Chicago Â  â€œIf the Art

and Jervis reader didnâ€™t exist, someone would have to invent it, but who would do it so well? As

an introduction to the excitement of ideas and argument in the field of world politics, this book is

unexcelled.â€•â€“Robert O. Keohane, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs,



Princeton University

Robert J. Art is Christian A. Herter Professor ofÂ International RelationsÂ at Brandeis University,

Research Associate at Harvard University&#39;s Olin Institute of Strategic Studies, Senior Fellow in

M.I.T&#39;s Security Studies Program, and Director of M.I.T.&#39;s Seminar XXI Program. In 2006,

he was recognized with the Distinguished Scholar Award by the International Studies Association.

Â   Robert Jervis is Adlai E. Stevenson Professor of International Affairs at Columbia University;

heÂ isÂ a formerÂ President of the American Political Science Association.

What I expected. The book was in overall good condition. There was an underline here or there but

it was well worth it for the price. There is a newer version out, but this one was much more

affordable for the price and the missing articles can be found online. It was a good introduction to IR

and gave examples of real-world scholar articles. There are a few articles written by the authors but

also many that include other authors/ well-known scholars in the field. It covered international

economy and environment pretty well but left out a lot on terrorism that is relevant nowadays. Those

articles can be found online, though. The book was in relatively good condition and came on time,

carefully packaged.

Very happy with purchase, just as described and what I was looking for. Arrived right on time

Profs. Art & Jervis have done an incredible job of aggregating some of the best articles on

international relations. There are theory-related articles (on realism, neoliberal constructivism, etc.),

articles on causes of war, pieces of human rights and humanitarian intervention, and even

selections on relatively new topics in the field like terrorism and US-China relations. I have really

enjoyed reading this book, and I feel it to be a wonderful starting point for the study of international

relations. Some articles are abridged, and they are well organized to provide a cohesive and

efficient reading experience.

Because this was a required school purchase, I wouldn't want to give it low stars based on whether

or not it was enjoyable to a teenager who was "forced" to read it. It served it's purpose.

Perfect



Very integrating work for college students and anyone who is wanting to understand the world of

politics and how different groups of society get along with each other in order to preserve a sense of

peace on this planet.

Highly recommend this book for graduate level work on international politics. The authors present a

wide array of topics that are well researched.

I needed it for class and I was able to rent it from  for a decent price. The book itself has interesting

articles, but most of which can be found as pdfs online, so I wouldn't recommend buying it.
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